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Aspiring Writers
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The Aspiring Writers Program is designed to develop students’ writing skills in the three main writing genres: 
narrative, informational, and persuasive. The program starts with the foundation of idea development and 
basic writing structures. At each level, students practice the important steps of the writing process - 
brainstorming, outlining logically, writing effectively, and revising thoughtfully. As students progress in the 
program, they learn level-appropriate literary skills and techniques to hone their writing skills. These skills are 
developed through reading and evaluating texts; teacher instruction and modelling; close attention to the 
writing process; and regular feedback on activities and assignments.

Perfect for students who:
-  Have plenty of ideas and/or want to improve their creativity, writing fluidity, and expression
-  Want to express their ideas and opinions, but lack the structural organization and skills to craft effective stories
    and essays
-  Need guidance in systematically planning or editing and revising their writing
-  Want to advance their writing with higher-level vocabulary and writing techniques

Level 2
In this course, students will

-  Expand upon structure of the narrative arc 
-  Learn and apply the basic structure of an essay 
-  Develop descriptive writing skills using sensory details 
-  Further develop and practice paraphrasing and summarizing skills 
-  Expand upon range of transition words to organize and connect ideas

Level 3
In this course, students will

-  Learn and apply a more in-depth narrative arc 
-  Learn and apply figurative language to descriptive writing 
-  Expand upon developed persuasive writing skills 
-  Be introduced to transition words to signal cause/effect, reason/result, etc 
-  Further develop more advanced paraphrasing and summarizing skills 
-  Learn and apply different sentence beginnings to create complex sentences 
-  Expand upon types of conflict and apply them to narrative writing

Level 4
In this course, students will

-  Practice in depth and master the 3 main types of writing: narrative, informational, persuasive 
-  Organize and develop ideas in a clear and effective 5-paragraph essay
-  Practice and master use of figurative language in descriptive writing 
-  Expand upon range of transition words, and use them accurately and effectively in writing 
-  Vary sentence length and structure to express ideas effectively 
-  Expand upon types of conflict and apply them to narrative writing

Level 5
In this course, students will

-  Transition from informational writing to the genre of expository writing 
-  Learn to modify style and structure of a writing piece for audience and purpose 
-  Be introduced to characterization methods to develop characters 
-  Develop higher-level vocabulary and specific literary techniques to enhance descriptive writing 
-  Learn to map the flow of ideas and arguments for strong persuasive writing 
-  Learn research techniques and use research findings in writing 
-  Expand upon types of conflict and apply them to narrative writing

Level 6
In this course, students will

-  Explore more in-depth a variety of genres and to strengthen overall writing proficiency 
-  Deploy specific and interesting vocabulary to create mood and atmosphere in narrative writing 
-  Learn and apply effective persuasive strategies in writing 
-  Practice and master crafting a thesis-driven essay - expand upon techniques to research effectively and
    synthesize findings 
-  Craft strong and relevant evidence to thoroughly explain and supporting opinions and arguments 
-  Expand upon types of conflict and apply them to narrative writing
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Grade 1-6 Aspiring Writers
The Aspiring Writers Program is designed to develop students’ writing skills in the three main writing genres: 
narrative, informational, and persuasive. The program starts with the foundation of idea development and 
basic writing structures. At each level, students practice the important steps of the writing process - 
brainstorming, outlining logically, writing effectively, and revising thoughtfully. As students progress in the 
program, they learn level-appropriate literary skills and techniques to hone their writing skills. These skills are 
developed through reading and evaluating texts; teacher instruction and modelling; close attention to the 
writing process; and regular feedback on activities and assignments.
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Time
16:00 - 17:30
17:30 - 19:00
16:00 - 17:30
09:30 - 11:00
13:30 - 15:00
14:00 - 15:30
14:00 - 15:30

Day
Wednesday

Thursday
Friday

Saturday
Saturday
Tuesday
Thursday

Course Code

02OAWPB2001
02OAWPB2002
02OAWPB2003
02OAWPB2004
02OAWPB2005
02OAWPB2006
02OAWPB2007

1st Lesson Date
Sep 9
Sep 3
Sep 4
Sep 5
Sep 5
Sep 8
Sep 3

Duration: 1.5 hrs |  Class Size: 8 | Lesson Fee: $600

Time
17:30 - 19:00
17:30 - 19:00
16:00 - 17:30
17:30 - 19:00
11:00 - 12:30
15:00 - 16:30
16:30 - 18:00
14:00 - 15:30

Day
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Friday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday

Wednesday

Course Code
02OAWPC2001
02OAWPC2002
02OAWPC2003
02OAWPC2004
02OAWPC2005
02OAWPC2006
02OAWPC2007
02OAWPC2008

1st Lesson Date
Sep 8
Sep 9
Sep 3
Sep 4
Sep 5
Sep 5
Sep 5
Sep 9

Enrichment
Programs

Academic2020-2021
SEMESTER
FALL (SEP - DEC)
SPRING (JAN - APR)
SUMMER (MAY - AUG)

Duration: 1.5 hrs |  Class Size: 8 | Lesson Fee: $600Level 3

Level 2
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Grade 1-6 Aspiring Writers

Duration: 1.5 hrs |  Class Size: 8  | Lesson Fee: $600

Time
16:00 - 17:30
16:00 - 17:30
16:00 - 17:30
17:30 - 19:00
17:30 - 19:00
09:30 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:30
13:30 - 15:00
14:00 - 15:30
14:00 - 15:30
14:00 - 15:30

Day
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday

Friday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Tuesday
Thursday

Friday

Course Code
02OAWPE2001
02OAWPE2002
02OAWPE2003
02OAWPE2004
02OAWPE2005
02OAWPE2006
02OAWPE2007
02OAWPE2008
02OAWPE2009
02OAWPE2010
02OAWPE2011

1st Lesson Date
Sep 8
Sep 9
Sep 3
Sep 3
Sep 4
Sep 5
Sep 5
Sep 5
Sep 8
Sep 4
Sep 4

R
R

R

R
R

Time
16:00 - 17:30
17:30 - 19:00
16:00 - 17:30
17:30 - 19:00
09:30 - 11:00
13:30 - 15:00
14:00 - 15:30

Day
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Friday
Saturday
Saturday
Tuesday

Course Code
02OAWPD2001
02OAWPD2002
02OAWPD2003
02OAWPD2004
02OAWPD2005
02OAWPD2006
02OAWPD2007

1st Lesson Date
Sep 8
Sep 9
Sep 3
Sep 4
Sep 5
Sep 5
Sep 8

R
R

R
R
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Level 5

Level 4

Duration: 1.5 hrs |  Class Size: 8  | Lesson Fee: $600
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Time
17:30 - 19:00
17:30 - 19:00
16:00 - 17:30
17:30 - 19:00
17:30 - 19:00
09:30 - 11:00
13:30 - 15:00
14:00 - 15:30
14:00 - 15:30

Day
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday

Friday
Saturday
Saturday

Wednesday
Thursday

Course Code
02OAWPF2001
02OAWPF2002
02OAWPF2003
02OAWPF2004
02OAWPF2005
02OAWPF2006
02OAWPF2007
02OAWPF2008
02OAWPF2009

1st Lesson Date
Sep 8
Sep 9
Sep 3
Sep 3
Sep 4
Sep 5
Sep 5
Sep 9
Sep 3

R

R

R
R

Duration: 1.5 hrs |  Class Size: 8  | Lesson Fee: $600Level 6



Grade 1-6 Capstone English

Copyright © Capstone Prep. All rights reserved. Registration No. 583820

The Capstone English Program is designed to help students develop a mastery of core English 
language skills that may complement Capstone’s writing program and supplement English lessons at 
school. In each thematic unit, students will have the opportunity to develop their reading, writing, 
listening and speaking skills, as well as grammar and vocabulary use.  Over the duration of the course, 
students will boost their confidence in their English language skills and be able to communicate more 
effectively.

Capstone English 1 
In this course, students will…

-  Use phonological strategies to decode unfamiliar words
-  Practice basic conventions of written English
-  Participate in oral interactions 
-  Begin to build a word bank of adjectives

Capstone English 2
In this course students will…

-  Practice basic sentence structure 
-  Apply adverbs of frequency to give more detail in information and ideas relating to self
-  Learn to identify the intonation of questions/statements/commands/warnings
-  Make connections between personal experiences and characters in stories

Capstone English 3
In this course students will…

-  Recognize the author’s purpose; for example, to inform, entertain, persuade, instruct
-  Form and use prepositional phrases
-  Use context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase
-  Organize thoughts and feelings before speaking

Capstone English 4
In this course students will…

-  Work out the meaning of an unknown word by looking at the prefix, suffix, and root
-  Write for a range of purposes, both creative and informative, using different types of structures and styles
   according to the purpose of the writing
-  Produce complete sentences, and recognize and correct sentence fragments and run-ons
-  Make text-to-text, text-to-self, and text-to-world connections regularly when reading

Capstone English 5
In this course students will…

-  Understand the logical connection between ideas by identifying cohesive devices 
-  Use a variety of sentence structures such as simple, compound, and complex sentence structures
-  Interpret figures of speech in context
-  Paraphrase and summarize when communicating orally

Capstone English 6 
In this course students will…

-  Read written language in meaningful chunks; know when to pause and identify meaningful connections 
   between paragraphs
-  Use punctuation (commas, parentheses, dashes) to set off nonrestrictive or parenthetical elements
-  Distinguish among the connotations (associations) of words with similar denotations (definitions)
-  Answer questions from the audience, and motivate an interactive environment when sharing ideas

AYEP-2021-2
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Grade 1-6 Capstone English
The Capstone English Program is designed to help students develop a mastery of core English language 
skills that may complement Capstone’s writing program and supplement English lessons at school. In each 
thematic unit, students will have the opportunity to develop their reading, writing, listening and speaking 
skills, as well as grammar and vocabulary use.  Over the duration of the course, students will boost their 
confidence in their English language skills and be able to communicate more effectively.

Time

17:45 - 18:45

16:15 - 17:15

16:45 - 17:45

Day

Wednesday

Friday

Saturday

Course Code

02OCEPD2001

02OCEPD2002

02OCEPD2003

1st Lesson Date

Sep 9

Sep 4

Sep 5

Duration: 1 hr |  Class Size: 8 | Lesson Fee: $400Grade 4
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Enrichment
Programs

Academic2020-2021
SEMESTER
FALL (SEP - DEC)
SPRING (JAN - APR)
SUMMER (MAY - AUG)

Time

16:15 - 17:15

17:45 - 18:45

15:15 - 16:15

Day

Tuesday

Thursday

Saturday

Course Code

02OCEPB2001

02OCEPB2002

02OCEPB2003

1st Lesson Date

Sep 8

Sep 3

Sep 5

Duration: 1 hr |  Class Size: 6 | Lesson Fee: $400

Time

17:45 - 18:45

17:45 - 18:45

15:15 - 16:15

Day

Tuesday

Friday

Saturday

Course Code

02OCEPF2001

02OCEPF2002

02OCEPF2003

1st Lesson Date

Sep 8

Sep 4

Sep 5

Duration: 1 hr |  Class Size: 8 | Lesson Fee: $400Grade 6

NOTE: For Grades 1, 3, and 5  class timeslot, please contact us.

Grade 2
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The Foundations of Argumentation, Speech, and Thought (FAST) program is designed to develop students’ 
critical thinking, analysis, and presentation skills. Students learn ways to study and analyse relevant 
real-world issues in order to then speak on them persuasively. Students will learn valuable skills and 
techniques to evaluate, process and articulate complex ideas and learn how to structure their arguments, 
so that they come across as poised, confident and thoughtful during both presentations and everyday 
discussion. Students who have completed our FAST program are positioned to confidently participate in 
more discussion-heavy school classes, progress into the world of debate or delve deeper into critical 
thinking with our Mentorship program.

Perfect for students who:
-  Are interested in exploring and analyzing real-world issues and topics
-  Want to develop stronger, better-supported arguments
-  Would like further practice in logical reasoning
-  Are looking to gain more practice with public speaking and to build their confidence

FAST (Grade 3-4, Grade 5-6)
In this course, students will

-  Learn to understand different types of texts by breaking down complex ideas into more accessible pieces 
-  Explore relevant current events and real-world issues 
-  Practice structuring and present their ideas and arguments effectively, concisely, and persuasively 
-  Develop basic oral presentation skills by giving regular speeches in front of classmates

Grade 3-6 Foundations of Argumentation, Speech, and Thought (FAST) 

Time

17:30 - 19:00

16:00 - 17:30

16:30 - 18:00

14:00 - 15:30

Day

Tuesday

Friday

Saturday

Wednesday

Course Code

02OFASB2001

02OFASB2002

02OFASB2003

02OFASB2004

Duration: 1.5 hrs |  Class Size: 8  | Lesson Fee: $600FAST Grade 3-4
1st Lesson Date

Sep 8

Sep 4

Sep 5

Sep 9

Time

16:00 - 17:30

16:00 - 17:30

16:30 - 18:00

14:00 - 15:30

Day

Tuesday

Wednesday

Saturday

Friday

Course Code

02OFASC2001

02OFASC2002

02OFASC2003

02OFASC2004

Duration: 1.5 hrs |  Class Size: 8  | Lesson Fee: $600FAST Grade 5-6
1st Lesson Date

Sep 8

Sep 9

Sep 5

Sep 4
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Enrichment
Programs

Academic2020-2021
SEMESTER
FALL (SEP - DEC)
SPRING (JAN - APR)
SUMMER (MAY - AUG)
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The RAPS program is designed to further develop students who have some exposure to real-world issues 
and are able to analyze and discuss those issues in a limited way. RAPS will continue to  expose students to 
salient global topics, and will build on their skills to study and analyze these topics. Furthermore, they will 
practice their ability to express themselves in an insightful and articulate manner. Students will learn 
valuable techniques to understand complex ideas and to be well-spoken in both formal presentations and 
in everyday life.  Interested students must schedule an interview for admission.

Perfect for students who:
-  Have a strong interest in exploring and analyzing real-world issues and topics
-  Want to develop stronger, better-supported arguments
-  May be very logical, but lack the tools to share their logic and ideas with others
-  Lack the substance and structure to really make their ideas and/or opinions impactful 

RAPS (Grade 3-4)
In this course, students will

-  Explore different forms of analysis through exploration of real-world issues 
-  Tackle more complex articles and reports to develop students' critical reading and thinking skills 
-  Expand upon presentation skills 
-  Learn and apply basic techniques for impromptu speaking

RAPS (Grade 5-6)
In this course, students will

-  Explore relevant current events and real-world issues 
-  Further their understanding of formal presentation formats and expand upon impromptu speaking  skills 
-  Present without guidance, in a myriad of situations
-  Engage in activities designed to further develop and improve structured logical thinking processes and
   problem-solving frameworks and techniques

Grade 3-6 Research, Analysis, and Problem Solving (RAPS)

Duration: 1.5 hrs |  Class Size: 8  | Lesson Fee: $600Grade 3-4

Time

16:30 - 18:00

15:00 - 16:30

14:30 - 16:00

Day

Thursday

Saturday

Friday

Course Code

02ORCPB2001

02ORCPB2002

02ORCPB2003

Duration: 1.5 hrs |  Class Size: 8  | Lesson Fee: $600Grade 5-6
1st Lesson Date

Sep 3

Sep 5

Sep 4

Time

16:00 - 17:30

11:00 - 12:30

Day

Wednesday

Saturday

Course Code

02ORBPB2001

02ORBPB2002

1st Lesson Date

Sep 9

Sep 5
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Academic2020-2021
SEMESTER
FALL (SEP - DEC)
SPRING (JAN - APR)
SUMMER (MAY - AUG)
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The Mentorship program is built on top of the RAPS program with three key differences. Firstly, it assumes 
and requires that students be intellectually curious and personally ambitious (ie. students want to be 
challenged with challenging work and are eager to share their ideas with others). Secondly, while a big 
aspect of Mentorship is analyzing issues (like RAPS) and focusing on presentation outputs such as debate, 
presentation, town hall, mock trial and hands-on projects (also like RAPS), Mentorship allows for more 
spontaneous conversations across more topics rather than cover the prescribed roadmap for one or two 
topics as within a typical RAPS class. Finally, Mentorship students are also exposed to preparation and 
assignments in anticipation of their long-term. For example, students are exposed to portions of the SAT and 
ACT, have discussions about future course selection and extracurricular activity, and even discuss potential 
careers and interests. Interested students must schedule an interview for admission.

Mentorship (Grade 3-4, Grade 5-6)
In this course, students will

-  Focus on developing core analytical, argumentation, and presentation skills 
-  Greater exposure in scope and level of detail to more challenging and mature topics to help ready students for 
   their next phase of schooling
-  Develop greater objectivity and perspective in young students when approaching issues
-  Explore variety of intellectual activities and assignments to inspire students’ potential academic and professional 
   interests

Grade 3-6 Mentorship

Application will be processed on a first-come-first-served basis. Course schedule and fees are subject to change without advance notice.

Duration: 1.5 hrs |  Class Size: 8  | Lesson Fee: $750Grade 3-4

Time

17:30 - 19:00

17:30 - 19:00

Day

Thursday

Tuesday

Course Code

02OMENC2001

02OMENC2002

Duration: 1.5 hrs |  Class Size: 8  | Lesson Fee: $750Grade 5-6
1st Lesson Date

TBC

TBC

Time

16:00 - 17:30

16:00 - 17:30

Day

Thursday

Tuesday

Course Code

02OMENB2001

02OMENB2002

1st Lesson Date

TBC

TBCR
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Programs

Academic2020-2021
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G3-6 Public Speaking and Debate I - Introductory
Capstone’s Public Speaking and Debate program uses the activity of debate to train students to both see 
the world with a critical eye and then speak eloquently and persuasively. By setting debates within relevant 
global contexts, students not only learn more about the world and gain increased confidence and critical 
thinking skills, but also become prepared to attend debate competitions if they choose to do that in the 
future. Lower levels of the program are intended to train students’ processing abilities and get them 
accustomed to the practice of debating; meanwhile, higher levels of the program train students to ensure 
their debates are consistently well-delivered and compellingly structured within common competitive 
debate formats. Interested students must schedule an interview for admission.

Perfect for students who:
-  Want to improve their confidence in public speaking or improve their spontaneous logical reasoning skills
-  Have thoughts and opinions about the world and are looking for an outlet to speak up and be heard
-  Are interested in debating competitively in the future

 
PSD I - Introductory (Grade 3-4)
In this course, students will

-  Learn about a variety of important current issues and develop personal opinions about them
-  Practice basic speech structures to present on any topic persuasively
-  Respond critically and competently to a peer’s arguments
-  Develop their confidence in front of an audience

PSD I - Introductory (Grade 5-6)
In this course, students will

-  Learn about more complex current issues and begin to evaluate them independently
-  Practice basic speech structures to present on any topic persuasively
-  Respond critically and competently to a peer’s arguments
-  Develop their confidence in front of an audience

Time

18:00 - 19:30

16:30 - 18:00

14:30 - 16:00

Day

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Course Code

02OPDEB2001

02OPDEB2002

02OPDEB2003

1st Lesson Date

Sep 9

Sep 3

Sep 4

Duration: 1.5 hrs |  Class Size: 8  | Lesson Fee: $600

Copyright © Capstone Prep. All rights reserved. Registration No. 583820

Enrichment
Programs

Academic2020-2021
SEMESTER
FALL (SEP - DEC)
SPRING (JAN - APR)
SUMMER (MAY - AUG)

Time

16:30 - 18:00

18:00 - 19:30

14:30 - 16:00

Day

Tuesday

Friday

Thursday

Course Code

02OPDEC2001

02OPDEC2002

02OPDEC2003

1st Lesson Date

Sep 8

Sep 4

Sep 3

Duration: 1.5 hrs |  Class Size: 8  | Lesson Fee: $600

Grade 3-4

Grade 5-6
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G5-6 Public Speaking and Debate II - Intermediate
Capstone’s Public Speaking and Debate program uses the activity of debate to train students to both see 
the world with a critical eye and then speak eloquently and persuasively. By setting debates within relevant 
global contexts, students not only learn more about the world and gain increased confidence and critical 
thinking skills, but also become prepared to attend debate competitions if they choose to do that in the 
future. Lower levels of the program are intended to train students’ processing abilities and get them 
accustomed to the practice of debating; meanwhile, higher levels of the program train students to ensure 
their debates are consistently well-delivered and compellingly structured within common competitive 
debate formats. Interested students must schedule an interview for admission.

Perfect for students who:
-  Want to improve their confidence in public speaking or improve their spontaneous logical reasoning skills
-  Have thoughts and opinions about the world and are looking for an outlet to speak up and be heard
-  Are interested in debating competitively in the future
 

PSD II - Intermediate (Grade 5-6)
In this course, students will

-  Continue their education on important global issues and apply various perspectives in understanding them
-  Gain exposure to standard competitive debate formats, including British Parliamentary and World Schools
    (3-v-3)
-  Hone their speech structures for more consistently persuasive delivery
-  Respond confidently to the arguments of the opposing teams

Time

16:30 - 18:00

16:30 - 18:00

Day

Wednesday

Saturday

Course Code

02OPDDC2001

02OPDDC2002

1st Lesson Date

Sep 9

Sep 5

Duration: 1.5 hrs |  Class Size: 8  | Lesson Fee: $600
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Enrichment
Programs

Academic2020-2021
SEMESTER
FALL (SEP - DEC)
SPRING (JAN - APR)
SUMMER (MAY - AUG)

Grade 5-6
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